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GIK 244 Bass Trap with

GIK 242 Acoustic Panel
The 242 Acoustic Panel
measures 24.25” x 48.5” x 3.5”
and has a built-in air gap
which not only increases low
end absorption, but allows the
panel to hang truly flush on
the wall. Perfect for first
reflection points or above the
listening spot.

When combined with our
proprietary RANGE LIMITER
membrane system, the 244 Bass
Trap w/FlexRange Technology
absorbs up to 50% more low end
(below 60Hz) and retains 75%
more high end (from 400Hz and
above) versus the broadband
FULL RANGE option.

$179.97 for 3 ($59.99 each)

$139.98/pair ($69.99 each)

GIK Soffit Bass Trap©

GIK Tri-Trap Corner Bass Trap©

The Soffit Bass Trap©
measures 17″ x 46.5″ x 17″ and
has been effectively designed
to absorb more low end; but
also does an excellent job of
absorbing the high end. The
Soffit Bass Trap© can rest
free standing in a corner or can
be mounted where it will not
take up floor space.

The Tri-Trap© is one of our
most effective bass traps and is
constructed with a solid core.
The Tri-Trap© measures 23.5”
x 16.5″ x 16.5″ and is 47” tall. It
is freestanding and able to hold
up to 50lbs in weight. The
design allows the Tri-Trap© to
be stacked floor-to-ceiling in
corners for maximum coverage.

$229.00 each

$258.00/pair ($129 each)

GIK Monster Bass Trap with

GIK ArtPanel

The Monster Bass Trap with
FlexRange Technology is our
most effective panel, raising the
bar for bass traps. Measuring 7”
thick, the design of the Monster
Bass Trap allows it to be used in
multiple quantities to absorb as
much bass as possible while
leaving life inside the room.

GIK uses state-of-the-art dye
sublimation to transfer YOUR
image onto fabric to create a
custom ArtPanel. Professionally
constructed with a thin 2” profile
and custom-sized to fit your
artwork, the ArtPanel blends
with existing décor making it the
perfect option for restaurants,
homes, and recording studios.

$118.99 each

Standard sizes start at $129 ea

GIK Screen Panel

GIK FreeStand Acoustic Panel©

The Screen Panel behaves as
a gobo – a movable acoustic
isolation panel. The 32"W x
72"H x 3“D free standing
Screen Panel can be
unfolded to behave like a 242
Acoustic Panel or folded like
a 244 Bass Trap. It's our do
everything panel. Also
available in custom sizes.

The FreeStand Acoustic Panel© is
a gobo which is ideal for any room
where wall mounted panels cannot
be used or for rooms with multiple
purposes. The FreeStand© covers 5
feet of vertical wall space and is
available in a 2” or 4” profile to fit
your needs. Place the FreeStand©
wherever you need and store it away
when not in use.

$299.00 each

Starting at $119.00 each
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GIK Spot Panel

GIK Scopus Tuned Membrane Bass Trap

Completely customizable, the flexibility of the Spot Panel
means you can
arrange them in
stylish designs
and patterns.
The result is not
only an attractive
look, but an
impact on the
acoustics of your
space.

The Scopus series are tuned
bass traps designed to tackle
specific low frequency
problems that can still
remain after treating a room
with broadband bass traps.
Scopus traps work in the
desired range only, leaving
your mid- and high-end
frequencies intact instead of
deadening a room.

Starting at $35.00 per panel

Starting at $189.00 each

GIK Q7d Diffusor

GIK Scatter Plate

The all wood Q7D Diffusor is
a 7-root well diffusor
designed for a wide variety of
placement options from rear
wall, reflection points, or
behind dipole / bipole
speakers to address specific
situations. The Q7D is
available in blonde, brown or
black veneer.

GIK Acoustics offers the builtin Scatter Plate option – a
wooden plate that adds onedimensional scattering /
diffusion. The Scatter Plate
is built-in between the fabric
and the absorption material
on GIK’s 242 Acoustic Panel,
244 Bass Trap, Monster Bass
Trap, Tri-Trap or ArtPanel.

$349.00 each

$49.00 each (as an add-on)

GIK QRD Diffusor

GIK GridFusor©

The thirteen-root GridFusor©
diffusor is specially designed to be a
drop in replacement for any standard
2′ x 2′ ceiling tile. It can also be easily
mounted on walls using adhesive,
double sided tape, or even pins
depending on your situation and
desired permanence.
The GridFusor© is also paintable to
blend with any décor or color
scheme.

The QRD Diffusor is a 7-root
diffusor that begins scattering
at approx 350 Hz and offers
effective diffusion through 3
kHz. Available in your choice
of 3 colors for the EPS core
(black, off-white or brown) and
4 different beautiful wood
frames (blonde, black, brown
or red). Excellent diffusion and
a reasonable price!

$199.96 for 4 ($49.99 each)

Starting at $129.00

Greensafe means your GIK Acoustics product is created with eco-friendly products.
GIK Acoustics uses PureBond® – Columbia Forest Products‘ exclusive formaldehyde-free innovation for hardwood plywood manufacturing.
Using non-toxic, soy-based PureBond® eliminates added formaldehyde from standard veneer-core and non-UF composite hardwood plywood
core panels.
GIK Acoustics products are also made with sound absorption insulation with ECOSE® Technology by Knauf. ECOSE® absorption material is
manufactured from naturally occurring and/or recycled raw materials and bonded using a bio-based technology free from formaldehyde,
phenols, or acrylics and with no artificial colors, bleaches, or dyes.
GIK Acoustics fabric panels carry a Class A Fire Rating which is the highest rating possible under ASTM Test E84 for fire safety.

